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            Tokeneo

            World's 1st Community-owned Crypto Exchange


            Tokeneo is a crypto-currency exchange whose investors are rewarded with 50% of the income, paid out on a daily basis. Tokeneo community owns 90% of the Ethereum-based TEO tokens. Our investors participate in Exchange's development and P2E games development.
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            90% of the total TEO tokens are in control of our investors

          

          
            

            Regular passive income for every TEO holder with daily payouts.

          

        

        
          
            

            Guaranteed 50-50 distribution of income between TEO holders and the exchange.

          

          
            

            Periodic airdrops for the community, backed by our external resources our Metaverse.
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            Mega Launch On Q4 2018
          


          

        

      

      

    

  
  
    
      Token Sale

      Commences On Oct 08, 2018


      We believe investor is the king. Investors own 90% of the total tokens and they get to receive 50% of the exchange’s income based on what they each invest.
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      Meet Our Highly Professional Team


      
        
          
            
              
              Tomasz Rozmus

              CEO (Chief Executive Officer)

              	


            

          

          
            
              
              Cyryl Dudek

              CSO (Chief Strategy Officer & Product Manager

              	


            

          

          
            
              
              Adam Tatarynowicz

              CCO/CLO (Chief Compliance/Legal Officer)

              	


            

          

          
            
              
              Lukasz Janowski

              CMO (Chief Marketing Officer)

              	


            

          

        

        
          
            
              
              Nikhil Sethi

              Marketing Director

              	


            

          

          
            
              
              Jakub Staroń

              PRO (Public Relations Officer)

              	


            

          

          
            
              
              Bartłomiej Kamionka

              Social Media & Support

              	
                  
                


            

          

          
            
              
              Paweł Bylica

              CTO, Back-end Developer

              	


            

          

        

        
          
            
              
              Stanisław Kiciński

              Front-end Developer, Graphic Designer

              	


            

          

          
            
              
              Kamil Rowinski

              Creative Director and Social Media Manager

              	


            

          

          
            
              
              Robert Wojciechowski

              Advisor

              	


            

          

          
            
              
              Igor Haleta

              Advisor

              	


            

          

        

        
          
            
              
              Andrey Romanov

              ICO Trackers Manager
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      Do You Have any questions?


      
        
          What makes our exchange different?
          
            Tokeneo is the first cryptocurrency exchange on the market ever to offer a revenue sharing model. We also provide a range of simple yet powerful tools to help the investors track and analyze their asset performance. Our investors finally have a voice of their own and they can significantly influence the development of the exchange platform.

          

        

        
          How does the revenue sharing model work?
          
            We guarantee a 50/50 revenue sharing model. This ensures an even and fair redistribution of the income between the TEO holders and the exchange.

          

        

        
          What kind of digital token does the exchange use?
          
            We use the ERC20 tokens. These tokens are blockchain-based assets that have value and can be sent and received, just like Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, or any other type of cryptocurrency.

          

        

        
          What payment methods do we accept?
          
            To make your investment as easy as possible, we allow you to make payments using a variety of methods including: Bitcoin (BTC), Lisk (LSK), Stellar (XLM), Waves (WAVES), Ethereum (ETH) and NEO (NEO).

          

        

        
          How are the Tokeneo tokens distributed?
          
            There are a total of 100,000,000 Tokeneo tokens available for purchase. 80,000,000 of these are allocated for the crowd sale; 10,000,000 for the development team; 8,000,000 for our strategic partners and investors; and 2,000,000 are reserved for the bounty program.

          

        

        
          When does the ICO start?
          
            The ICO will start on October 08 and ends on 30th December

          

        

        
          How much control do the investors have?
          
            90 percent of the total TEO tokens are controlled by our investors. Our investors are our partners!

          

        

        
          Can I buy the Tokeneo tokens using other cryptocurrencies or fiat money?
          
            Yes, as mentioned above we accept payments in a range of leading cryptocurrencies. Another key highlight of our project is that we are open for fiat money, as well. This means that already at the start of the exchange you can use EUR, USD, and GBP to make your Tokeneo purchases (other national currencies will come soon!).

          

        

        
          How is the crowd sale organized?
          
            The soft cap for the crowd sale is $3 Million. The hard cap is $10 Million.

          

        

        
          Can I use a mobile app to access the platform?
          
            Yes, in the future you will be able to access and trade Tokeneo conveniently through an app on your smartphone. Among other useful features, the app we are developing will be the first of its kind to feature margin trading.

          

        

        
          How frequent are the dividend payouts?
          
            Once you invest in Tokeneo, you will be receiving your dividend payouts based on the 50 percent revenue sharing model every day.

          

        

        
          What’s the TEO selling price at the time of the ICO?
          
            The ICO selling price of the TEO token will be determined by the total amount of funds collected during the ICO sale. The more funds we collect the higher the selling price per TEO token. The final price will be published along with all the other ICO statistics after the crowd sale ends on December 30, 2018.

          

        

        
          What are the requirements to participate in the ICO?
          
            In order to participate in the ICO, you will be required to create an account on the Tokeneo ICO site using your name, surname, email address, and password. You will also be asked to share your personal Ethereum wallet address to which we will transfer your TEO tokens after the ICO ends. IMPORTANT!! Please do not use an exchange address! Make sure you provide us a personal wallet address to which you hold a private key.

          

        

        
          As a US citizen, can i participate in crowd sale?
          
            Due to binding regulatory requirements of United States government and it's delegated agencies we cannot fully abide by, all US citizens and residents including residents of US territories under same jurisdiction are exempt from initial coin offering of Tokeneo.

          

        

        
          I don’t own any cryptocurrency. Can I contribute to the ICO using fiat money
          
            No problem! If you don’t own any of the six major cryptocurrencies accepted during the ICO you can use our online exchange platform Tokeneo.cash to generate a BTC wallet, buy BTC using VISA/MASTERCARD and use it to make the contribution. It’s simple, hassle-free and convenient!
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